Abstract: A manifold of an injection molding apparatus includes a primary melt channel and secondary melt channels extending from the primary melt channel. A shear rod is disposed at the junction between the primary and secondary melt channels. The shear rod extends from the junction into the primary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the primary melt channel.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to an injection molding apparatus and, more particularly, to a rod disposed in a manifold melt channel to balance filling of mold cavities.

Related Art

The use of manifolds in a hot runner injection molding apparatus is well known. Furthermore, it is well known that in many applications it is important that a runner layout be provided such that each cavity receives the same flow of melt having the same temperature and the same composition. Balancing of the runner system results in overall higher quality molded parts because consistency is achieved from mold cavity to mold cavity in a multi-cavity application. Even in multi-runner, single cavity applications, the benefits of balancing are well known and important.

A well-known technique for balancing a manifold is to match runner diameters and lengths and to match the number of turns in the runners, so that the pressure drop through the manifold to each cavity is the same. However, despite a runner layout having matched runner lengths and turns, unbalanced filling of cavities may occur at least partly due to a combination of shear heating of the melt flow combined with the layout of the runner system.

When melt is forced under pressure through a bore, as is done in a hot runner system, the melt experiences friction or shear in the area adjacent to the
channel wall. This results in a localized elevation of the temperature of the melt. The result is a differential in temperature across the bore, with the center of the channel being cooler than the material closer to the bore. Due to this shear difference, the outside of the melt adjacent to the channel wall is less viscous than the center core of the melt. Many hot runner systems split the melt flow from a primary runner through two or more secondary runners. When the melt is split, the heat distribution profile in the melt is divided as well. This occurs because the flow through the runners is laminar, and therefore the shear-heated material remains adjacent to the wall as the corner is turned. After the corner, the heated peripheral portion is no longer annular, but is instead generally crescent-shaped and remains on one side of the melt flow. The mass flow through each of the secondary runners is substantially equal; however, the heated peripheral portion in each secondary runner is asymmetrically distributed about the periphery. If, as is usually the case, each secondary runner is divided into a plurality of tertiary runners, the asymmetric heated peripheral portion may be unequally divided between these plurality of tertiary runners. As a result, the material flowing into one of the tertiary runners from a secondary runner may include a higher proportion of shear-heated material compared to the melt flowing into the other of the tertiary runners downstream from that secondary runner. This phenomenon can, in some applications, cause preferential flow to some drop locations or mold cavities, and can cause poor part quality and out-of-spec product to be produced. Specifically, there will typically be preferential flow to the tertiary runner receiving a higher proportion of shear-heated material from its upstream secondary runner compared to the other of the tertiary runners fed by that secondary runner.

Previous methods of equalizing the flow include mixing or re-orienting the melt.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In an embodiment of the present invention, a manifold includes a primary melt channel, secondary melt channels extending from the primary melt channel, and tertiary melt channels extending from secondary melt channels, leading to nozzles and mold cavities. Melt balancing elements or shear rods are disposed at the junctions between primary melt channels and the secondary melt channels, and extend into the primary melt channels. Shear rods may also be disposed at the junctions between the second melt channels and the tertiary melt channels, and extending into the secondary melt channels.

[0008] In an embodiment, the shear rod is disposed in a bore in the manifold. The shear rod includes a rod portion and an enlarged head portion. The shear rod is disposed in the bore of the manifold such that the head portion abuts against a shoulder of the bore. A screw abuts a rear surface of head portion and includes a threaded outer surface that mates with a threaded inner surface of the bore. The screw further includes a shaped recess on a rear surface thereof to receive a tool for advancing or withdrawing the screw within the bore.

[0009] In another embodiment, the shear rod is brazed into the bore in the manifold.

[0010] In another embodiment, a bushing is disposed in the bore of the manifold. The bushing includes a shoulder that abuts against a shoulder of the bore. The bushing further includes a bore disposed therethrough. The shear rod includes a rod portion and an enlarged head portion. The head portion of the shear rod is disposed outside of bore and is retained in an actuator. The rod portion of the shear rod extends from the head portion, through the bore in the bushing, and into the melt channel. The actuator can be used to move the shear rod to different positions within the melt channel.

[0011] In another embodiment, a bushing is disposed in the bore in the manifold. The bushing includes a rearward facing recess including threads disposed on an interior surface of the recess. A holder is disposed within the
rearward facing recess of the bushing, and includes a rearward facing shaped recess that is shaped such that a tool can be used to turn the holder. The holder further includes threads on an outside surface thereof to mate with the threads on the inside surface of the recess of the bushing. The holder further includes a forward facing recess that is shaped to retain a head portion of a shear rod. The shear rod further includes a rod portion that extends from the head portion, out of the holder, through a bore in the bushing, and into the melt channel. Using a tool to turn holder, the shear rod can be moved further in or out of melt channel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention will now be described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings where like reference numbers indicate similar structure.

[0013] FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a portion of a conventional injection molding apparatus.

[0014] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along line A-A of FIG. 1.

[0015] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along line B-B of FIG. 1.

[0016] FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along line C-C of FIG. 1.

[0017] FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along line D-D of FIG. 1.

[0018] FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line E-E of FIG. 1.

[0019] FIG. 7 is a schematic top view of a portion of the injection molding apparatus of FIG. 1.

[0020] FIG. 8 is a schematic top view of a portion of an injection molding apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0021] FIG. 9 is a schematic, perspective view of an injection molding apparatus in accordance with embodiment of the present invention.

[0022] FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along line A-A or B-B of FIG. 8.
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view taken along line C-C or D-D of FIG. 9.

FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view if a portion of an injection molding apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view if a portion of an injection molding apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view if a portion of an injection molding apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view if a portion of an injection molding apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 15A is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of a portion of FIG. 15.

FIG. 15B is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of a portion of FIG. 15A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 shows a schematic illustration of a portion of a conventional injection molding apparatus 100. In particular, injection molding apparatus includes an inlet 102, a primary manifold melt channel 104, secondary manifold melt channels 110, and tertiary manifold melt channel 112. Tertiary manifold melt channels 112 deliver melt to interior and exterior cavities 106, 108 through drops 114 and nozzle 116. It would be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that FIG. 1, and other schematic illustrations like it in the present application, are schematic in nature such that the melt channels are shown as tubes, whereas they are conventionally formed as bores or channels in a heated manifold. Accordingly, other well-known components of an injection molding apparatus, such as a heated manifold, back plate, mold plates, mold gates, etc. are not shown for convenience, although they would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art.

A discussed above, melt experiences friction or shear in the area adjacent to the channel wall, leading to an increased temperature and decreased viscosity of the melt as compared to the core of the melt. The melt
adjacent the channel wall is also in direct contact with the heated manifold, further contributing to the temperature differential between the melt adjacent the channel wall and the melt in the central portion of the melt channel. FIG. 2 illustrates this phenomenon, illustrating a section taken along line A-A of primary manifold melt channel 104 of FIG. 1. A heated peripheral portion 120 of the melt around the inner wall of the primary manifold melt channel 104 is shown by cross-hatching. Core portion 122 of the melt has a higher viscosity as compared to peripheral portion 120. As can be seen in FIG. 2, the hotter melt adjoining the channel wall is substantially uniformly distributed about the channel wall.

However, when the melt splits into secondary manifold melt channels 110, the heated peripheral portion 120 of the flow is divided into two, and each of these halves of the heated periphery 120 then flows into the secondary manifold melt channels 110. FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate sectional views of the melt flow at sections B-B and C-C in the secondary melt channels 110 of FIG. 1. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, in the secondary melt channels 110, the heated periphery 120 is no longer substantially uniformly distributed about the channel wall. Instead, the portion of the channel wall that is closer to the side at which the primary melt channel 104 connects to the secondary melt channel 110 receives most of the heated periphery 120 from the primary melt channel 104. Consequently, this side of the secondary melt channel 110 (the interior side in FIG. 1) will have more heated melt than the opposite side of the secondary melt channel 110. However, as both secondary melt channels 110 receive substantially the same proportions of heated melt 120 and the relatively unheated melt 122, there will be substantially equal mass flow through the two secondary melt channels 110. This will not, necessarily, be the case where the secondary melt channels 110 branch into the tertiary melt channels 112.

FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate the downstream consequences of dividing the asymmetric flow from the secondary melt channels 110. FIG. 5 illustrates the sectional view of tertiary melt channel 112 taken along line D-D of FIG. 1. As
FIG. 5 illustrates, this portion of tertiary melt channel 112 receives a disproportionate share of the heated peripheral melt 120, while the sectional view E-E shown in FIG. 6 indicates that the portion of tertiary melt channel 112 in the opposite branch receives substantially less of the heated peripheral melt 120. The heated melt 120 moves easier or faster as it is less viscous. As a result, interior cavities 106 receive more melt than cavities 108.

[0034] FIG. 7 shows a top view of a portion of injection molding apparatus 100 of FIG. 1. Arrow 132 shows that more of the high shear, low viscosity melt 130 in primary melt channel 104 travels to interior cavities 106, and arrow 134 shows that more of the low shear, high viscosity melt 128 travels to exterior cavities 108, as explained above. This causes interior cavities 106 to fill faster than exterior cavities 108 as the melt splits at first T-split 124 and second T-split 126.

[0035] FIG. 8 illustrates a schematic top view of a portion of an injection molding apparatus 200 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. It would be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that FIG. 8 is schematic in nature such that the melt channels are shown as tubes, whereas they are conventionally formed as bores or channels in a heated manifold. Accordingly, other well-known components of an injection molding apparatus, such as a heated manifold, back plate, mold plates, mold gates, etc. are not shown for convenience, although they would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art. Injection molding apparatus 200 is similar to injection molding apparatus 100 shown in FIGS. 1 and 7, except that a shear rod 250 is disposed where a primary melt channel 204 meets a secondary melt channel 210. Due to shear rod 250, low shear, high viscosity melt 228 at the core of the melt stream is divided and shear is induced as the melt surrounds shear rod 250. Thus, when the melt divides or splits at secondary melt channel 210, high shear, low viscosity melt 230 is located on both sides of secondary melt channel, leading to a more equalized filling of interior cavities 206 and exterior cavities 208, as will be explained in more detail below.
FIG. 9 is a schematic illustration of a portion of an injection molding apparatus 300 in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. It would be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that FIG. 9 is schematic in nature such that the melt channels are shown as tubes, whereas they are conventionally formed as bores or channels in a heated manifold. Accordingly, other well-known components of an injection molding apparatus, such as a heated manifold, back plate, mold plates, mold gates, etc. are not shown for convenience, although they would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art. Injection molding apparatus 300 shown in FIG. 9 is similar to injection molding apparatus 100 shown in FIGS. 1 and 7, except that shear rods 350 are disposed where primary melt channels 304 meet secondary melt channels 310 and where secondary melt channels 310 meet tertiary melt channels 312. Shear rod 350α extends from the T-connection where primary melt channels 304 meets secondary melt channels 310 into primary melt channels 304. Shear rods 3506 and 350c extend from the T-connections where secondary melt channels 310 meet tertiary melt channels 312 into secondary melt channels 310.

Without actively adding heat (i.e. using a heated rod or a heater) the shear rod reduces the temperature differential within the melt by imposing additional shearing to the inner portion of the melt within the melt channel prior to the junction where the melt is split and enters another melt channel. The shear rod is a simple and cost effective device, if a heater was used additional wiring, temperature sensors and additional control zones would be required. The shear rod is easily integrated into any new or existing manifold.

FIGS. 10 and 11 show generally the result of using shear rods 350 in primary and secondary melt channels 304, 310. FIG. 10 shows a sectional view taken along lines A-A or B-B of FIG. 9. The melt in melt channel 304/3 10 divides around shear rod 350α/350i>/350c such that an outer layer 358 of shear material is disposed adjacent to the walls of the channel 304/3 10, an inner layer 362 of shear material is disposed adjacent to the rod
35Oα/35O&/35Oc and an intermediate layer 360 of relatively unsheared material is disposed between outer layer 358 and inner layer 362. In this manner, when the melt divides, the sheared material is more equalized around the channel than without a shear rod, as shown in FIG. 11. FIG. 11 shows a section view taken along lines C-C or D-D of FIG. 9, with sheared material 64 more equalized around unsheared material 66. Such a configuration equalizes flow into interior and exterior cavities 306, 308 to reduce filling imbalances.

FIG. 12 illustrates a portion of an injection molding apparatus 400 with shear rods 450 disposed in melt channels 404, 410. As in the embodiments discussed above, injection molding apparatus 400 includes a manifold 401 including an inlet 402, a primary melt channel 404, secondary melt channels 410 extending from primary melt channel 404 at a junction 407, and tertiary melt channels 412 extending from secondary melt channels 410 at junctions 409. Tertiary melt channels 412 align with melt channels in nozzles (not shown) and the nozzle melt channels align with mold gates to lead melt into interior and exterior mold cavities 406, 408. Manifold 401 is surrounded by mold plates 403 as would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Manifold 401 is heated by a heater 405, which may be an electric heater disposed in a groove in a surface of manifold 401, or any other type of heater used in an injection molding apparatus.

Shear rods 450α, 4506, and 450c shown in FIG. 12 are identical in structure. Therefore, only shear rod 450α will be described in detail, although the reference numerals for shear rods 450β and 450c are identical to those for shear rod 450α except for the suffixes “α”, “β”, and “c”. Shear rod 450α is disposed in a bore 470α in manifold 401 facing primary melt channel 404. Bore 470α includes a shoulder 471α. Shear rod 450α includes a rod portion 452α and an enlarged head portion 454α. Shear rod 450α is disposed in bore 450α such that head portion 454α abuts against shoulder 471α when shear rod is fully inserted into bore 470α. A screw 472α abuts a rear surface of head portion 454α. Screw 472α includes a threaded outer surface that mates with a threaded inner surface of bore 470α. Screw 472α further includes a shaped
recess 474« on a rear surface thereof shaped to receive a tool for advancing or withdrawing screw 472« within bore 470α. With this arrangement shear rod 450« may be easily replaced with a shear rod having a longer or shorter rod portion 452« or a larger or smaller head portion 454« to adjust the position of rod portion 452« within primary melt channel 404.

[0041] FIG. 13 illustrates a portion of an injection molding apparatus 500 with another embodiment of shear rods 550 disposed in melt channels 504, 510. As in the embodiments discussed above, injection molding apparatus 500 includes a manifold 501 including an inlet 502, a primary melt channel 504, secondary melt channels 510 extending from primary melt channel 504 at a junction 507, and tertiary melt channels 512 extending from secondary melt channels 510 at junctions 509. Tertiary melt channels 512 align with melt channels in nozzles (not shown) and the nozzle melt channels align with mold gates to lead melt into interior and exterior mold cavities 506, 508. Manifold 501 is surrounded by mold plates 503 as would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Manifold 501 is heated by a heater 505, which may be an electric heater disposed in a groove in a surface of manifold 501, or any other type of heater used in an injection molding apparatus.

[0042] Shear rods 550«, 550ε, and 550c shown in FIG. 13 are identical in structure. Therefore, only shear rod 550α will be described in detail, although the reference numerals for shear rods 5506 and 550c are identical to those for shear rod 550« except for the suffixes “α”, “ε”, and “c”. Shear rod 550« is disposed in a bore 570« in manifold 501 facing primary melt channel 504. Bore 570α includes a shoulder 571«. Shear rod 550« includes a rod portion 552« and an enlarged head portion 554«. Shear rod 550« is disposed in bore 570α such that head portion 554« abuts against shoulder 571« when shear rod is fully inserted into bore 570α. Shear rod 550« is brazed into bore 570« to maintain a firm connection to manifold 501.

[0043] FIG. 14 illustrates a portion of an injection molding apparatus 600 with another embodiment of shear rods 650 disposed in melt channels 604, 610. As in the embodiments discussed above, injection molding apparatus 600 includes
a manifold 601 including an inlet 602, a primary melt channel 604, secondary melt channels 610 extending from primary melt channel 604 at a junction 607, and tertiary melt channels 612 extending from secondary melt channels 610 at junctions 609. Tertiary melt channels 612 align with melt channels in nozzles (not shown) and the nozzle melt channels align with mold gates to lead melt into interior and exterior mold cavities 606, 608. Manifold 601 is surrounded by mold plates 603 as would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Manifold 601 is heated by a heater 605, which may be an electric heater disposed in a groove in a surface of manifold 601, or any other type of heater used in an injection molding apparatus.

Shear rods 650«, 650b, and 650c shown in FIG. 14 are identical in structure. Therefore, only shear rod 650« will be described in detail, although the reference numerals for shear rods 650b and 650c are identical to those for shear rod 650α except for the suffixes "«", "b", and "c". A bore 670α is provided in manifold 601 facing primary melt channel 604. Bore 670α houses the shear rod assembly and includes a shoulder 671«. A plug or bushing 680« is disposed in bore 670«. Bushing 680« includes a shoulder 682« that abuts shoulder 671α of bore 670«. Bushing 680« further includes a bore 681« disposed therethrough. Shear rod 650« includes a rod portion 652« and a head portion 654α. A portion of rod portion 652« is disposed within bore 681« of bushing 680« and extends into primary melt channel 604. Head portion 654« of shear rod 650« is disposed outside of bore 670« and is retained in an actuator 686«. Actuators are known in the art for moving valve pins. Such an actuator can be used to move shear rod 650« to different positions within primary melt channel 604, depending on the application. Actuator 686« shown in FIG. 13 is an electric actuator including electrical leads 688«, however, one of ordinary skill in the art would understand that any actuator can be used, such as a pneumatic, hydraulic, or any other known kind.

FIG. 15 illustrates a portion of an injection molding apparatus 700 with another embodiment of shear rods 750 disposed in melt channels 704, 710. As in the embodiments discussed above, injection molding apparatus 700 includes
a manifold 701 including an inlet 702, a primary melt channel 704, secondary melt channels 710 extending from primary melt channel 704 at junction 707, and tertiary melt channels 712 extending from secondary melt channels 710 at junctions 709. Tertiary melt channels 712 align with melt channels in nozzles (not shown) and the nozzle melt channels align with mold gates to lead melt into interior and exterior mold cavities 706, 708. Manifold 701 is surrounded by mold plates 703 as would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Manifold 701 is heated by a heater 705, which may be an electric heater disposed in a groove in a surface of manifold 701, or any other type of heater used in an injection molding apparatus.

[0046] Shear rods 750«, 7506, and 750c shown in FIG. 15 are identical in structure. Therefore, only shear rod 750« will be described in detail, although the reference numerals for shear rods 750b and 750c are identical to those for shear rod 750« except for the suffixes "b", "ZT," and "c". A bore 770« is provided in manifold 701 facing primary melt channel 704. Bore 770« includes a shoulder 771«. A plug or bushing 780« is disposed in bore 770«. Bushing 780« includes a shoulder 782« that abuts shoulder 771« of bore 770«. Bushing 780« further includes a rearward facing recess 784« including threads 783α disposed on an interior surface of recess 784«. A holder 772« is disposed within rearward facing recess 784« of bushing 780«. Holder 772α includes a rearward facing shaped recess 774« that is shaped such that a tool can be used to turn holder 772«. Holder 772« further includes threads 773« on an outside surface thereof. Threads 773« mate with threads 783« on an interior surface of a rearward facing recess 784« of bushing 780«. Holder 772α further includes a forward facing recess that is shaped to retain a head portion 754« of shear rod 750«. Shear rod 750« further includes a rod portion 752« that extends from head portion 754«, out of holder 772«, through a bore 781« in bushing 780«, and into primary melt channel 704. Using a tool to turn holder 772«, shear rod 750« can be moved further in or out of primary melt channel 704, depending on the particular application. Detailed views of shear rod 750«, bushing 780«, and holder 772« are shown in FIGS. 15A and 15B.
The shear rods described in the above embodiments may be made of any suitable material used in an injection molding apparatus, some examples are tool steel, stainless steel, TZM, titanium, ceramic, and tungsten carbide. It is possible that the material for the shear rod could be chosen to best suit the application, for example for its wear resistance properties to last longer when an aggressive resin, for example a glass filled resin, is to be molded; or perhaps the rod could be made of a more thermally conductive material than the manifold to improve the heat transfer from the manifold into the melt channel; or if additional heat is not needed a less conductive material could be used. The bushings and holder described in the above embodiments may be also be made of any suitable materials used in an injection molding apparatus, such as tool steel, stainless steel, titanium, ceramic, etc. depending on the particular application.

Although a particular embodiment of the shear rod has been used in each embodiment described, one of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that within a particular manifold, different embodiments of the shear rods may be used. For example, it may be contemplated that a particular shear rod within the manifold could be fixed and would not have to be moved. Thus, such a rod may be brazed into the bore in the manifold, as described with respect to FIG. 13. However, it may be advantageous for other shear rods within the manifold to be moveable. Thus, the embodiment described in FIGS. 14 or 15, for example, may be used.

The many features and advantages of the invention are apparent from the detailed specification and, thus, it is intended by the appended claims to cover all such features and advantages of the invention that fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and operation illustrated and described, and accordingly all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A manifold for an injection molding apparatus comprising:
   a primary melt channel and secondary melt channels extending from the primary melt channel at a primary junction, the primary melt channel having a longitudinal axis; and
   a shear rod disposed at the primary junction between the primary and secondary melt channels, wherein the shear rod extends from the primary junction into the primary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the primary melt channel.

2. The manifold of claim 1, wherein a longitudinal axis of the shear rod is coaxial with the longitudinal axis of the primary melt channel.

3. The manifold of claim 1, further comprising:
   at least a pair of tertiary melt channels extending from each secondary melt channel at secondary junctions;
   a second shear rod disposed at one of the secondary junctions between one of the secondary melt channels and the first pair of tertiary melt channels, wherein the the second shear rod extends from the secondary junction into the secondary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of the secondary melt channel; and
   a third shear rod disposed at the other secondary junction between the other secondary melt channel and the second pair of tertiary melt channels, wherein the the third shear rod extends from the secondary junction into the secondary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of the secondary melt channel.

4. The manifold of claim 1, further comprising:
a bore in the manifold facing the primary melt channel, wherein the bore includes a shoulder, wherein the shear rod includes a rod portion and a head portion, and wherein the shear rod is disposed in the bore such that the head portion abuts against the shoulder when the shear rod is fully inserted into the bore.

5. The manifold of claim 4, wherein the shear rod is brazed into the bore.

6. The manifold of claim 4, further comprising:
   a screw abutting a rear surface of the head portion, wherein the screw includes a threaded outer surface that mates with a threaded inner surface of the bore, and wherein the screw includes a shaped recess on a rear surface of the screw.

7. The manifold of claim 1, further comprising:
   a bore in the manifold facing the primary melt channel, wherein the bore includes a shoulder; and
   a bushing disposed in the bore, wherein the bushing includes a shoulder that abuts against the shoulder of the bore, and wherein the bushing includes a bushing bore disposed therethrough,
   wherein the shear rod includes a rod portion and a head portion, a portion of the rod portion being disposed within the bushing bore and extending into the primary melt channel, and the head portion being disposed outside of the bushing bore.

8. The manifold of claim 7, further comprising an actuator, wherein the head portion of the shear rod is coupled to the actuator such that actuator can move the shear rod to different positions within the primary melt channel.
9. The manifold of claim 7, wherein the bushing includes a rearward facing recess including threads disposed on an interior surface of the recess, further comprising:
   a holder disposed within the rearward facing recess of the bushing, the holder including,
   a rearward facing shaped recess that is shaped such that a tool can be used to turn then holder,
   threads disposed on an outside surface of the holder to mate with the threads on the interior surface of the bushing rearward facing recess,
   a forward facing recess that is shaped to retain the head portion of the shear rod,
   wherein turning the holder causes the shear rod to be moved further in or out of primary melt channel.

10. An injection molding apparatus comprising:
    a manifold including an inlet for receiving melt from a source, a primary melt channel, and secondary melt channels extending from the primary melt channel at a primary junction, the primary melt channel having a longitudinal axis;
    a plurality of nozzles, wherein each nozzle includes a nozzle channel that is aligned with one of a plurality of outlets of the manifold to receive melt from the manifold;
    a plurality of cavities for received melt from the nozzle channels; and
    a shear rod disposed at the primary junction between the primary and secondary melt channels, wherein the shear rod extends from the primary junction into the primary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the primary melt channel.
11. The injection molding apparatus of claim 10, wherein a longitudinal
axis of the shear rod is coaxial with the longitudinal axis of the primary melt
channel.

12. The injection molding apparatus of claim 10, further comprising:
   at least a pair of tertiary melt channels extending from each secondary
   melt channel at secondary junctions;
   a second shear rod disposed at one of the secondary junctions between
   one of the secondary melt channels and the first pair of tertiary melt channels,
   wherein the second shear rod extends from the secondary junction into the
   secondary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to a longitudinal
   axis of the secondary melt channel; and
   a third shear rod disposed at the other secondary junction between the
   other secondary melt channel and the second pair of tertiary melt channels,
   wherein the third shear rod extends from the secondary junction into the
   secondary melt channel and is disposed substantially parallel to a longitudinal
   axis of the secondary melt channel.

13. The injection molding apparatus of claim 10, further comprising:
   a bore in the manifold facing the primary melt channel, wherein the
   bore includes a shoulder, wherein the shear rod includes a rod portion and a
   head portion, and wherein the shear rod is disposed in the bore such that the
   head portion abuts against the shoulder when the shear rod is fully inserted
   into the bore.

14. The injection molding apparatus of claim 13, wherein the shear rod is
brazed into the bore.

15. The injection molding apparatus of claim 13, further comprising:
   a screw abutting a rear surface of the head portion, wherein the screw
   includes a threaded outer surface that mates with a threaded inner surface of
the bore, and wherein the screw includes a shaped recess on a rear surface of
the screw.

16. The injection molding apparatus of claim 10, further comprising:

a bore in the manifold facing the primary melt channel, wherein the
bore includes a shoulder; and

a bushing disposed in the bore, wherein the bushing includes a
shoulder that abuts against the shoulder of the bore, and wherein the bushing
includes a bushing bore disposed therethrough,

wherein the shear rod includes a rod portion and a head portion, a
portion of the rod portion being disposed within the bushing bore and
extending into the primary melt channel, and the head portion being disposed
outside of the bushing bore.

17. The injection molding apparatus of claim 16, further comprising an
actuator, wherein the head portion of the shear rod is coupled to the actuator
such that actuator can move the shear rod to different positions within then
primary melt channel.

18. The injection molding apparatus of claim 16, wherein the bushing
includes a rearward facing recess including threads disposed on an interior
surface of the recess, further comprising:

a holder disposed within the rearward facing recess of the bushing, the
holder including,

a rearward facing shaped recess that is shaped such that a tool
can be used to turn then holder,

threads disposed on an outside surface of the holder to mate
with the threads on the interior surface of the bushing rearward facing
recess,

a forward facing recess that is shaped to retain the head portion
of the shear rod,
wherein turning the holder causes the shear rod to be moved further in or out of primary melt channel.
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